STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
Prevailing Wage

PO Box 44540  Olympia, Washington 98504-4540
360/902-5335 Fax 360/902-5300

March 30, 2007

Max G. Johnson, Owner
ICON Corporation
P.O. Box 13403
Spokane, WA 98213-3403
Re:

Flashing, Reglet and Drip Edge; Sheet Metal Wall Panels

Dear Mr. Johnson:
This letter is a response to your inquiry about correct classification for prevailing wage rates for
metal wall panels and for flashing; reglet and drip edge. The answers identify the correct
prevailing wage rate category based on your information. References to the Washington
Administrative Code (WAC) for specific types of work are included. Again, this is based on your
fact set. If other factors are included the answers could vary.
The prevailing wage rates are identified by trade and occupation names. The state prevailing
wage law, RCW 39.12 does not require that any particular work be performed by a particular
craft. It does require, however, that when prevailing wage rates have been determined for a
particular type of work, workers performing such work on public projects must be paid not less
than that prevailing rate.
With the limits noted below, metal siding (metal wall panels) can be installed at the prevailing
wage rates for Carpenters (WAC 296-127-01310), Ironworkers (WAC 296-127-01339) and/or
the Sheet Metal Workers (WAC 296-127-01372). All three of those WACs state, in part, “Install
metal roof decking and metal siding, regardless of the fastening method, or what it is fastened
to.”
Please note some limits:
(1) The reference to “metal roof decking” in the three WACs (above) refers to the material
installed over the supporting frame members of a structure to which roofing material is
applied. The reference to “roof decking” is not referring to the actual roofing material
itself. This means that the Sheet Metal Worker rate is the correct rate for metal roofing.
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(2) Roofers (WAC 296-127-01370) do not install metal roofs or siding. That WAC
specifically excludes sheet metal roofing and has a restricted reference to flashing: “The
installation of slate and tile and all substitute materials taking the place of slate and tile,
with the necessary metal flashing to make water-tight.” Here, the flashing allowed is
limited to that associated with the tile or slate roof or their equivalent. This is a very
narrow definition.
(3) Only the Ironworker rates are appropriate for the work on packaged pre-engineered metal
buildings. Since all the components are part of the engineered structure’s integrity, siding
and roofing on these structures is done by Ironworkers not by Carpenters or Sheet Metal
Workers and not by Roofers.
Flashings, including reglets and drip edge are installed by Sheet Metal Workers (WAC 296-12701372). The ability of Roofers to install flashing is quite limited and related to the installation of
slate or tile roofs and materials that substitute for slate or tile. That is a narrow limit which does
not include installing flashing in conjunction with roofing materials that are metal, membrane,
asphalt, composition, etc. In those instances, and in your example of a membrane roof, the reglet,
drip edge and other flashings will all require the Sheet Metal Worker prevailing rate of pay.
The WACs and other Washington State prevailing wage information are available on the
Department’s web site: http://www.lni.wa.gov/TradesLicensing/PrevWage/default.asp
I hope this answers your questions. If you need additional information or have questions, please
call or email me at 360 902-5330 or somd235@lni.wa.gov.
Sincerely,

David J. Soma
Industrial Statistician
Prevailing Wage Program Manager

